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The ideal discovery is that which does not make use

of any theoretical information

“Ideal”: Existing only in the imagination; desirable or perfect but not likely

to become a reality (Oxford dictionary)

How about the real world?

Amount of TH information used in discovery:

small ← narrow peak with minor backgrounds

medium ← from shape difference

high ← multivariate discriminants

.



[Evidence of tt̄H production at the LHC]

An SM within SM discovery: helped by a very good
understanding of accurate simulations



This very directly concerns BSM searches, whose mass scale:

� Either is within the LHC reach, but with signatures too difficult

to be found directly

� Or is not within the LHC reach

Either way, one needs as much theoretical information as
possible. The larger its accuracy, the easier to find a
(positive or negative) definite answer

−→



From 1211.4981

Read the uncertainty bands as fol-

lows:

◮ “Pythia Variation”: minimal

amount of QCD information

◮ “Matched” (actually, should be

“Merged”): significant amount

of QCD information

More on this later



Hadronic simulations are ∼ always based on some form of factorisation:

dσH1H2→X(S) =
∑

ij

∫

dx1dx2f
(H1)
i (x1, µ

2)f
(H2)
j (x2, µ

2)

× dσ̂ij→X(ŝ = x1x2S, µ2) + O

(

(

1 GeV

µ

)k
)

Plot: D. de Florian
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Being able to compute σ̂ij→X =
∫

dφ (dσ̂ij→X/dφ) to high accuracy is

great, but only helps to a certain extent:

A. That accuracy must be matched by that relevant to the computation of

cross sections used in the extraction of the PDFs

B. Acceptance corrections are ubiquitous, hence dσ̂ij→X/dO must also be

computed with the same accuracy

C. Power corrections become the dominant source of uncertainty



C. Power corrections become the dominant source of uncertainty

Plot: S. Prestel

An unmitigated horror for the purist

◮ Hadronisation, UE, ..., all based on models,

fitted to data

◮ Sometimes poorly understood

◮ Universality assumed

◮ Extrapolations (e.g. LHC→FCC-hh) dubious.

Always better in situ

Unpleasant but unavoidable
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Bottom line: aim for the highest possible accuracy. Do so in

calculations which are, in increasing order of preference:

� At fixed order (or analytically resummed), parton level, differential

(LO∼30%; NLO∼10%; NNLO∼1%. Accuracy is observable dependent)

� Matched

(LO[peak]∼30%; LO[tail]∼100%; NLO[peak]∼10%; NLO[tail]∼30%.

Accuracy is observable independent)

� Merged

(Everywhere as for matched in the peak)

Because: it is better to embed a calculation in an MC, and be

able to perform a hadron-level comparison, than to use an MC to

correct back to parton level



Where we stand with fixed order computations

� NLO: we can do everything – limit dictated by CPU.

This is the “NLO revolution” through automation

QCD and basically everything else; applies to matching and merging

� NNLO: 2 → 2 partonic differential cross sections.

The road ahead is highly non trivial

Some matched results

� N3LO: one fully-inclusive cross section (gg → H, 1503.06056)

Besides observables: β function, Altarelli-Parisi



Ingredients of the NLO revolution

� Universal process-independent subtraction formalism (95-97)

Real corrections

� Generalised unitarity, integral and tensor reduction (06-)

Virtual corrections

� Matching (02-) and merging (12-) to showers

Maximal resolution; higher orders through detector simulations

� Automation (09-)

NLO replaces LO as workhorse



Most of this is old news, but provides one with the theoretical bases that
underpin all of the efforts in automation. An extremely active fields, eg:

◮ madgraph5 amc@nlo/madfks/madloop/maddipole (1804.10017, 1405.0301, 1103.0621, 0908.4272, 0808.2128)

◮ sherpa/amegic/comix (1712.07975, 0808.3674, 0709.2881)

◮ cuttools/gosam/samurai/ninja (0711.3596, 1404.7096, 1006.0710, 1403.1229)

◮ openloops/recola (1111.5206, 1605.01090)

◮ blackhat/grace/helac/whizard/comphep/calchep/njet/feynarts . . .

whose results are ubiquitous

Different codes have (very) different levels of automation and scope.
Check them out. It’s unlikely you won’t find anywhere what you need



Owing to the increasing complexity of the simulations
necessary for LHC physics, the strategic assumption has been
made that automation is the only viable long-term solution

� Automation must be in the strictest sense: no human intervention

whatsoever, bar inputs

� No process-by-process optimisation: solutions are blind and general

� The structure must work for any user-defined theory =⇒ models

(renormalisable if NLO is computed)

For example −→



Gluino-pair production, SUSY-QCD (non mixing squarks), f(N)LO, (N)LO+PS

arXiv:1510.00391 [hep-ph] (Degrande, Fuks, Hirschi, Proudom, Shao)



Dirac DM-simplified, spin-1 and spin-0 s-channel mediators,

with dim-4 and dim-5 mediator-heavy boson couplings, (N)LO+PS

arXiv:1509.05785 [hep-ph] (Neubert, Wang, Zhang)



. . . or even mixed-coupling expansion:

α s
N+1αM−1 Nα s αM−1 +1α s

NαM

N −1αMα s
+2 N αMα s

+1 Nα sαM+1

mMAX = MnMAX = N+1

N αMα s
+2 −2

(think Born-level, and follow the arrows for QCD or QED “corrections”)

Example (tt̄V production):

Σ
(LO)
tt̄V

(αS, α) = α2
S
α Σ3,0 + αSα2 Σ3,1 + α3 Σ3,2

Σ
(NLO)
tt̄V

(αS, α) = α3
S
α Σ4,0 + α2

S
α2 Σ4,1 + αSα3 Σ4,2 + α4 Σ4,3



pp → tt̄Z, 1804.10017 pp → e+νeµ
−ν̄µ, 1705.00598

Very significant improvement for the physics of the tails



Bear in mind the requirement that truly automated codes must be able

to handle whatever theory model can be obtained from a Lagrangian

So mixed-coupling expansions need not be restricted to QCD-QED

EFTs are an exciting new development⋆:
(eg the model’s “couplings” are αS and 1/Λ)

σ = σSM +
∑

i

(

Q

Λ

)2

Ciσi +
∑

ij

(

Q

Λ

)4

Cijσij

−→ Examples in the NLO EFT top sector

⋆Where NLO corrections are extremely important: eg operators run and mix



pp → tt̄γ, 1601.08193 pp → tt̄Z, 1601.08193

The impact of both αS and 1/Λ corrections is non trivial



Bottom line for NLO automation

� Several highly-advanced codes on the market, which do not require

the user to understand the intricacies of NLO computations

� Without and with parton showers

� Crucially: we are at the stage where the scope of the code is mostly

limited by the model. It pays to invest in (BS)Model construction



c©G. Heinrich



Double real

◮ Sector decomposition and/or FKS (Czakon, Mitov; Anastasiou etal; Melnikov etal; Magnea etal)

◮ Colourfull NNLO (del Duca etal)

◮ qT subtraction (non-local) (Catani, Grazzini)

◮ Antenna (Gehrmann, Glover etal)

◮ Jettiness (Boughezal etal; Stewart etal)

◮ Projection to Born (Cacciari etal)

Two loops

◮ Reduction through IBP (Chetyrkin, Tkachov, Laporta) or generalised unitarity (Badger etal; Abreu etal).

Very much work in progress

◮ Analytical 2 → 2 massless propagators (Caola etal; Gehrmann etal)

◮ Numerical 2 → 2 massive propagators (Czakon; Borowka etal)

◮ Steps towards 2 → 3



pp → Z∗Z∗, 1806.05941 pp → jj, 1807.03692

And several others: a significant impact on LHC phenomenology



Thus: is the NNLO glass
half empty, or half full?



The progress has been very significant (2 → 2 ∼ done), but we can’t relax

just yet. Several problems remain to be solved, or likely have a better

solution than what is available at present

� Two loops: how to make reduction work in general; how to compute

master integrals; properties of elliptic functions; fully numerical?

� Reals: techniques are used which have been abandoned at the NLO;

not a regression to infancy, but a lack of more solid approaches

(that surely must exist)

� Numerics: an insane amout of CPU is needed (< trun(2 → 2) >∼ 105h)

The half-full bit: a) there is a lot going on

b) in many respects, QCD is a worst-case scenario



A few slides back...

Bottom line: aim for the highest possible accuracy. Do so in

calculations which are, in increasing order of preference:

� At fixed order (or analytically resummed), parton level, differential

� Matched

� Merged

Because: it is better to embed a calculation in an MC, and be

able to perform a hadron-level comparison, than to use an MC to

correct back to parton level



Terminology

◮ Matching: the showering, without double counting, of

matrix elements with a given Born-level parton multiplicity

NLO: MC@NLO(hep-ph/0204244), POWHEG(hep-ph/0409146, 0709.2092),



Terminology

◮ Matching: the showering, without double counting, of
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Example: tt̄j@NLO

� meaningless for tt̄ inclusive

� t, t̄, hardest jet: NLO

� second-hardest jet: LO

� jets further subleading: LL (ie through MC)



Terminology

◮ Matching: the showering, without double counting, of

matrix elements with a given Born-level parton multiplicity

◮ Merging: the inclusion in a single simulation of several

matched samples, characterised by different Born-level

light-jet multiplicities
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NLO: FxFx(1209.6215), MEPS@NLO(1207.5030), UNLOPS(1211.7278)

(GENEVA, MINLO, VINCIA)



Terminology

◮ Matching: the showering, without double counting, of

matrix elements with a given Born-level parton multiplicity

◮ Merging: the inclusion in a single simulation of several

matched samples, characterised by different Born-level

light-jet multiplicities

Example: tt̄+jets, with NLO matrix elements for tt̄, tt̄j, tt̄jj

� All observables inclusive or exclusive up to two jets: NLO

� third-hardest jet: LO

� jets further subleading: LL (ie through MC)



Terminology

◮ Matching: the showering, without double counting, of

matrix elements with a given Born-level parton multiplicity

◮ Merging: the inclusion in a single simulation of several

matched samples, characterised by different Born-level

light-jet multiplicities

Note: there may exist different merging procedures for the same

underlying matching scheme

eg: FxFx and MEPS@NLO merge MC@NLO samples



Where we stand with matching and merging

� NLO: matching and merging are fully automated for QCD radiation

with arbitrary underlying model. QED radiation is getting there

(no problems of principle)

� NNLO: a number of matched computations for colour-singlet systems

exist. Skilfully handcrafted



pp → Z+jets, 1804.05252

“. . . The measurements are in good agreement with the results of the NLO
multiparton calculation. . . . The multiparton LO prediction does not agree
as well as the NLO multiparton one”



pp → H → γγ, 1807.03825 pp → tt̄(+j), 1803.00950

Examples of NLO matched, NLO merged (QCD and EW), NNLO matched



Bottom line for matched and merged simulations

� NLO matched is the present standard for many LHC simulations

� Merged results@LO have been used for a while. At the NLO they are

becoming more common, and for good reasons: they constitute a

measurable improvement over LO ones

� Several NNLO matched results are available. However: if history gives

a reliable indication, a general solution will only be available after

improving the subtraction of NNLO IR singularities



I couldn’t speak about:

� “OS subtraction” for generic NLO models. Being automated

in matched MC@NLO computations along the lines of SM

(e.g. tt̄ vs Wt)

� Monte Carlos beyond LL – we are not there yet, but progress

is being made (e.g. 1303.4974, 1611.00013, 1705.08093, 1705.00742, 1805.03757)

� Resonances in matched/merged computations (Powheg[1509.09071], MC@NLO[1603.01178])

� Analytical resummation results

� . . .



Take-home message

The persisting lack of evidence of new physics at the LHC has

progressively magnified the role of precision computations

As a consequence of that, a lot of ideas have emerged

and a vast array of tools has been, and is being, developed

Barring a stroke of good luck, it is unlikely that such tools will

not play a crucial role in forthcoming BSM searches

With thanks to E. Vryonidou, M. Zaro, E. Yazgan, B. Fuks, R. Torre, A. Wulzer

for inputs


